
Technology Focused Threat Intelligence

The Challenge

Digital technology from legacy manufacturing equipment through to cutting-edge autonomous vehicles 
is increasingly connected onl ine – and increasingly exposed to cyber threats. The integrity of these 
systems is essential to the safety of individual users as well as entire populations. However, securing 
them has become a huge challenge. Traditional cyber security teams are busy defending IT estates, while 
developers and users of operational technology often lack the insights on sophisticated cyber threats and 
attack vectors. 

BAE Systems’ Technology Focused Threat Intell igence service provides expert analysis of cyber threats 
to technologies used in critical systems. It is used by product security special ists, system engineers, and 
intell igence teams to inform and improve decision making on technology security.

baesystems.com/threatdefence
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About the BAE Systems Threat Intelligence Team

Our team special ises in investigating and responding to top-tier cyber threats. We del iver Threat 
Intell igence (TI) to network defenders around the world who regularly deal with sophisticated adversaries. 

Our Technology Focused Threat Intell igence (TFTI) service was developed through supporting                            
BAE Systems’ own product security function. The insights and expertise gained through this are now made 
available for our customers’ benefit.

Victim of a cyber attack? 
Contact our emergency response team on: 
 
US: 1 (800) 417-2155 
UK: 0808 168 6647 
Australia: 1800 825 411 
International: +44 1483 817491 
Email: cyberresponse@baesystems.com 
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How we deliver TFTI

TFTI customers receive a combination of:

Portal Access
Access to our customer portal to 
receive up to date reporting

Technology Reports
In depth insights and 
recommendations for cyber threats 
and attacker techniques against 
specific technologies

Weekly Threat Bulletins
A review of new developments in 
the cyber threat landscape, with 
added context and an analyst 
assessment on key threat activity 
and incidents

Analyst Access
Access to our expert analysts                  
for briefings, advice, and                 
bespoke reports

Additional TI services available:

Research Reports – deep insights into past, current, 
and emerging cyber threats to the IT networks                   
of organisations 

Signature Feed – threat data acquired by our team 
during investigations is turned into indicators of 
compromise (IOCs)

Threat Response Training – learn the skills and 
tradecraft of threat intell igence and incident 
response from our experts

“I am head of security for a manufacturing company, and want to 
take more of a threat-led approach to investment decisions as          
we evolve.”

“As Chief Information Security Officer of an energy provider, I 
want insights into the threats  my organisation faces in the next 
five years so that we can be more secure and resilient.”

“I am lead security engineer for an aerospace company, and 
want to keep on top of developments in the threat landscape 
relevant to the design and support of our systems”


